
The following pages are 
a few testimonials of 
men we have assisted 
in the 12 months.



Terry Mcrae

Did it for his partner, son & himself.



Departments: Bailed to RRR - Waikato
JUSTICE, CORRECTIONS, MSD

COMPLETED 
OUR PROGRAMME.

SAVED AND BOUGHT A 
CAR

COMPLIED. TRANSFERRED TO 
EMPLOYMENT IN 

AUCKLAND

SENTENCED TO 
INTENSIVE SUPERVISION

HE WENT FROM 2 JOBS 
AFTER BEING WITH RRR 
AND NOW HAS A WORK 

VAN AND IS DOING 
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

IN AUCKLAND.



Testimony
From: Tauaki Bidois <tauakibidois23@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, September 10, 2022 10:22:47 AM
To: Administration Manager <info@rrrorganisations.world>
Subject: Terry McRae's Written Testimony

What have both of you taken away from RRR'S Programme?
From a father's side; Ive learnt how to better myself for my son and my partner. Hold down a full-time job 
and Just to be a family man and provide for them.

From a mother/partner's side; Since my partner has come back from RRR ORGANISATIONS I've loved having 
my partner home with us he's a better man not just for me and our son but for himself mainly. We're more 
civil with each other and more family Orientated. But the main thing we've accomplished is keeping our 
family and ourselves stable and out of the system.

Since being away from RRR how many times have you sought help from MSD? As in back on a benefit?. 
Absolutely Zilch as I've been in full-time employment since I left RRR ORGANISATIONS.

Reoffended/ attending any new court appearances.? No Reoffending Nor any new court appearances thanks 
to the support of RRR ORGANISATIONS. and Support from my FAMILY.

And lastly as a mother/partner you met your partner halfway in providing the roof for him to be transferred 
from us to you;

Was that easy? No , well it wasn't a walk in the park. Especially being in a new city. And the situation we 
were in at the time But with all the support through every dark tunnel there is a Light.

What drove you to ensuring the house was sorted? Just knowing my partner was needing a bail address and 
was nearly ready to come home and knowing that we were gonna be a family again I fought to find a nice 
home not just for my partner but for our 2year old son aswel. I figured I couldn't rest until I found a safe , 
warm , family home that was safe and secure for our little whanau and when I rung RRR ORGANISATIONS 
and told Esther I found a house and she was wrapped because it ment my family was gonna be Whole 
again😊

And finally;
RRR we're in the process of expanding around the country. Do you see a need for what we do? Most 
definitely I think anyone who walks into RRR ORGANISATIONS Hands are gonna be astounded with the work 
use provide for Men and their Family's just like use have done with my Whanau and for that we thank all of 
use at RRR ORGANISATIONS for the wonderful work use have done and will continue to keep doing. So 
THANKUSE AGAIN.



Connor Hearn
Butcher

Did it for himself. Didn't want to rely on 
his mum.



Departments: Self-Referral Opotiki
Health, MSD, Disability

COMPLETED 
OUR PROGRAMME.

SAVED AND 
BOUGHT A CAR

COMPLIED & HOLDS 
NO CONVICTIONS

SUFFERS FROM 
DYSLEXIA

SUFFERS FROM 
DYSPRAXIA

IN PERMANENT 
EMPLOYMENT AT 

PLLNZ



Connor – 9 months. My goal was to become employed, to keep 
the job longer than a few weeks. To be given the chance to prove 
myself as a reliable worker. I wouldn’t have had this job if I had 
stayed anywhere else, I would have quit. Now I am a permanent, 
I have a car and now independent where I have control over my 
life and where I am going. I am domesticated and happy to 
provide the necessary needs for myself to continue progress. My 
challenges - I am challenged with dyslexia and dyspraxia. These 
were once my struggles that I had longed to overcome. They are 
still challenging, but the Triple R program has helped me cope 
with these and I have been able to do what I dream to do. My 
mum and family will be real happy for me, cos Im independent.

BIG C

Testimony

Here is my testimonial for Connor. 
‘Connor came to Hastings looking for work but struggled with employment in the Kiwifruit, grape and apple industries.  When he found Esther and Levi he had
lost his job in kiwifruit so they put him on their 14-week programme.  He has now held a permanent job at the Tannery in Hastings and hasn’t looked back. 
With their encouragement and support he is now looked at with respect from his peers.  He hasn’t missed one day’s work.  His flat mates also hold him in high
regard.  His confidence has grown, and he is very happy within himself.

Without Ester and Levi and their staff, he wouldn’t be where he is now.  Thank you to all of you, it’s wonderful to see him happy.’

Connor's Mum



Glen Bendall

Did it for his children... To make up for 
lost time of always reoffending.



Departments: Released to RRR Foxton
MSD, Corrections, Justice

COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

SAVED AND BOUGHT 
A CAR

COMPLIED SUPPORTED HIS 
CHILDREN

APPRECIATED HARD 
EARNED MONEY.

WHICH LEAD TO HIM 
VALUING THE THINGS 
HE PURCHASED WITH 

THAT MONEY.

PERMANENT 
EMPLOYMENT PLLNZ, 

UP UNTIL HE HAD A 
STROKE.



Testimony

(1)Q.Have you refeended since leaving RRR as in court dates have you gone back inside
Answer: no

(2)Question:What can you say about RRR
Answer: they saved his life in many ways helped him achieve work and tools to help him 
in life

(3)Question: Do you think there is a need for more sites and for it to be funded for the 
individual
Answer: yes that would be helpful to the community if there were more sites and funded 
for the people

(4)Q: The job was hard did it help you being able to distract you from temptation
Answer: yes It did

(5)Q:If you had to do it again not having to worry about cost of accomodation the cost of 
the program license e.t.c would that be easier to just focus on employment
Answer: yes

One thing he commented on was helping them get House's after the program finishes –
They went over and beyond in helping us.



Karl Raukawa

Just wanted to work to be with my family 
again.



Departments: Released to RRR BOP
MSD, Corrections, Justice

COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

SAVED AND BOUGHT 
A CAR

COMPLIED SUPPORTED HIS 
CHILDREN

APPRECIATED HARD 
EARNED MONEY.

HE DID NOT GIVE UP. 
HE KEPT HIS MIND 

OCCUPIED 
IN OVERCOMING 

TEMPTATIONS.

PERMANENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
IN ORCHARDS 
BACK HOME IN 

OPOTIKI



Testimony

(1) Question: what can you say about RRR
Answer: Never been to a programme like this. It was great because it focused on how to 
support my kids. I've done programmes, courses everything and usually end up in jail 
again. Being with Esther & Levi, they taught me to put all that energy and tools to good use 
in being a provider for my children. And I am forever grateful. I'm still with my Mrs n Kids 
even though shes a nagger!!!

(2) Question:Do you think it is a need for more sites and for it to be funded for the 
individual
Answer:yes

(3) Question: Have you re-offended since leaving RRR or have any outstanding
Answer:

(4)Question: Where do we need to improve on
Answer: no not at all everyone helped

(5) Question: If you had to do it all over again in not having to worry about cost 
of accomodation, licence Etc would that be easier to just focus on employment?
Answer:yes it would help to focus on employment when all these things are taken care of.



Brooklyn Taylor

Uni Student from Taupo, Wanted the 
support to be able to save for Uni in 
Dunedin.



Departments: Self Refferal RRR Taupo
MSD

NO CONVICTIONS COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

SAVED AND PUT 
MONEY TOWARDS HIS 

ACCOMM IN 
DUNEDIN

COMPLIED MOTIVATED ENCOURAGED 
OTHERS TO TAKE UP 
STUDY ONCE THEY 

FINISH THE 14 
WEEKS.=

FULL-TIME STUDENT 
IN DUNEDIN



Testimony
(1) Question: what can you say about RRR
Answer:Thinks it is awesome they help people, people who really need 
supportive living... lovely people and program

(2) Question:Do you think it is a need for more sites and for it to be funded 
for the individual
Answer:yes

(3) Question: The job was hard did it help you being able to distract you from 
temptations
Answer: Yes it helped a lot being busy all the time and being with supportive 
people

(4)Question: Where do we need to improve on
Answer: no not at all everyone helped

(5) Question: If you had to do it all over again in not having to worry about 
cost of accomodation, licence Etc would that be easier to just focus on 
employment?
Answer:yes it would help to focus on employment when all these things are 
taken care of.



Hone Clark

For the courts & probation to look at me today 
– I just want a 2nd chance to be a father to my 
youngest child & a partner to his mum. Here in 
Hawkes Bay away from old habits. Working to 
prove I can be independent and provide for my 
family legally & domestic free.



Departments: Released to RRR WHG
MSD, Corrections, Justice

COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

KNOWS WHAT IS HR 
SITUATIONS ARE AND 

HAVE FOUND 
POSITIVE TOOLS TO 

DISTRACT HIM.

COMPLIED SUPPORTS HIS 
WHANAU.

APPRECIATS HARD 
EARNED MONEY.

HE DID NOT GIVE UP. 
HE KEPT HIS MIND 

OCCUPIED 
IN OVERCOMING 

TEMPTATIONS.

PERMANENT 
EMPLOYMENT

ATTENDS CHURCH ATTENDS ONE ON 
ONESUPPORT



Testimony

norsodSeptgl3m70mi7ec1316h3m2m1110u610aJ71092ic7014 8n32ff19 ·
Levi & Esther, Your mahi is selfless & the principles of your organization 
works. I have witnessed the transformation of a man who rebelled against 
society & walked a very dark, scary path. You were that lighthouse beacon 
that shone & said this man doesn't belong in jail. You listened to loved ones 
whose voices are never heard by the judicial system.
Your acceptance & non judgmental approach as well as a firm loving base is 
phenomenal. Your reward is not of monetary or recognition. Your reward is 
knowing that you have given these men back their mana, a place to 
confidently believe in their own potential to contribute back to society, to 
reflect,to heal, to reconnect.
That is truly a rare & unique gift which is priceless. Only certain people 
possess these attributes and you both along with an amazing mostly 
voluntary team have this. Words cannot convey the deepest appreciation, 
utmost respect & aroha I feel. God bless you all.

Hone Clark was looking at 10 years imprisonment. Being away in a new 
environment away from association helped my son. Who was sentenced to 
12 Months Intensive Sup & Banned from Manawatu and Whanganui for 12 
months

Bruth Brutha Hone's Parent's Testimony



Harlen Hannah

Doing it for his kids



Departments: Self Ref to RRR WGT
MSD, Corrections, Justice

COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

SUPPORTED HIS 
CHILDREN

APPRECIATED HARD 
EARNED MONEY.

ACHIEVED FULLTIME 
WORK

SENTENCED TO 
6 MONTHS INTENSIVE 

SUPERVISION

MOVED TO 
WELLINGTON TO BE 

CLOSER TO 
CHILDREN.

HE RELAPSED TWICE.



Testimony
Harlen – 5 months. I came here wanting to find 
employment so I can provide for my children. I wanted 
a new start and to get away from old associations that 
no longer serve a purpose in my life. I found it 
challenging to change in an environment that was well 
known to me. It has been a struggle relearning new 
things and trying to overcome the old me. The Triple R 
program has given me stability and the benefit of the 
doubt that I can achieve my goals. So far they’ve been 
right, with time and patience, Triple R program stood by 
me till I found my pathway, no one or service has ever 
done that for me before. My challenges – stay out of 
prison, employment and estranging from old 
associations. This program has provided me with the 
opportunities of healing my past traumas, coping with 
difficult issues, and moving forward in confidence and 
self-worth.



Adam Norman

For Himself



Departments: Ref from Probation to RRR Tauranga
MSD, Corrections, Justice

COMPLETED OUR 
PROGRAMME.

ATTENDS CHURCH GREAT INFLUENCE 
ON OTHERS

MOTIVATED KEEPS HIMSELF 
BUSY, BY FIXING UP 

WASHING 
MACHINES FROM 

THE TIP.

USES 
POSITIVE TOOLS IN 

EVERYDAY LIFE.

ACHIEVED A FULL 
LICENCE

ACHIEVED 
PERMANENT EMP



Testimony
Current: Still to come as he is still with us.

Earlier Testimony

Adam – 6 weeks. Wasn’t really sure. Just wanted somewhere to go 
where I could figure it out. I was estranged by probation from 
Wellington, leaving me stranded. So I was directed to be transferred to 
Hawkes Bay. Probation found Triple R for me who was the only one that 
accepted me after many declines. The reintegration into my new life has 
been life changing since being on the program. I had a job within the first 
week of getting out, I hadn’t worked for many years. Its truly been an 
eye-opener being on this program. Ive been incarcerated for half my life, 
Ive been conditioned or institutionalised, I feel like Im trying to walk 
again, a bit of a culture shock. Triple R and the other brothers have 
helped me adjust, learn about this new society I have been absent from, 
and how to become part of it. My new life is developing, I am working 
towards my full licence, and my building qualifications. I have found a 
stable place that will manaaki my journey, help me rebuild and 
strengthen my life.



Lindsay 
Herewini

For his children & to one day win back 
his Partner.



Departments: Ref from Probation/Prov to RRR Hbay
MSD, Corrections, Justice

STILL TAKING IT WEEK 
BY WEEK.

LINDSAY HAS A FEW 
ISSUES WHICH HE 
IS STILL WORKING 

THROUGH

HIS MENTAL HEALTH 
& ADDICTIONS IS A 

WORK IN PROGRESS.

HES HONEST ATTENDS CHURCH HE HAS TRIED TO 
MAKE IT INTO 

EMPLOYMENT BUT 
STRUGGLES DUE TO 
THE PHONE CALLS.

HE WOULD BE THE 
PERFECT CANDIDATE 

TO PLACE AT 
ANOTHER BRANCH IN 

ORDER FOR HIM TO 
OVERCOME 

TEMPTATIONS AND TO 
FOCUS ON 
HIS GOALS.



Testimony
Current: Still to come as he is still with us.

Earlier Testimony

Lindsay – 3 months. To better myself as a 
person. To have a healthier structure in my 
life and just be the Tane I want to be. The 
Triple R program has saved my life, I would 
have been back in jail by now. I have 
somewhere that is stable to manaaki and 
support my journey. I have structure in my 
life again and a clear pathway of my future. 
My challenges – trying to find likeminded 
people who are wanting change. Here on the 
Triple R program I have that manaaki
(kinship) and matauranga (shared 
knowledge and support)


